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In this article, a class of reaction diffusion functional differential equations is
investigated. The global existence and uniqueness of solutions and the stability of
the trivial solution are obtained. Some applications are also discussed. The method
proposed in this article is a combination of the iterative analysis, the fixed point
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reaction diffusion functional differential equations, also named
parabolic functional differential equations, are a new important branch of
partial differential equations. The related work has been increasing gradu-
ally in present days. Lots of work stressed the existence of solutions, but
few results have been reported on the stability problem. This paper studies
a class of parabolic functional differential systems with time delay. By
using the comparison principles, we establish the existence and uniqueness
of solutions and solve the stability problem for the trivial solution at the
same time. The method employed in this paper is a generalization of the
w xone proposed by A. Stokes 7 to reaction diffusion functional differential
equations. Some results obtained in this article are similar to the recent
w xwork of Travis and Webb 8]10 on abstract functional differential equa-
tions. This paper consists of two major parts: Section 2 studies the global
existence, uniqueness of solutions, and the stability of the trivial solution.
Section 3 applies the obtained results to two known problems which have
U This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation of China.
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w x w xbeen discussed by A. Pazy in 6 and A. Inoue in 4 , respectively. The
w xnotations used in this paper follows those used by Hale 3 and Travis and
w xWebb 8 .
w x .Let X be a real Banach space, C s C yr, 0 , X . For w g C, we
5 5 5 5denote w s sup w . We consider the following initial valueC Xyr F u F 0
problem on X,
du¡
s Au q f t , u , t G 0, .t~ 1.1dt  .¢ w xu s w t , t g yr , 0 , .
 .  .where A is a linear operator on X, u s u t q u , yr F u F 0 r ) 0 .t
We introduce the following basic assumptions:
 .H the linear operator A is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly1
 .continuous semigroup T t on X ;
 .  .H f : R = C ª X is continuous, f t, 0 s 0, and it satisfies the2 q
local Lipschitz condition with respect to w, i.e., for w , w g C, the1 2
following expression holds
5 5 5 5 5 5f t , w y f t , w F L t , w , w w y w , .  .  .C C C1 2 1 2 1 2X
 .where L t, y , y is continuous with respect to t g R , y , y g R , and is1 2 q 1 2 q
monotonically nondecreasing with respect to y , y .1 2
 .Problem 1.1 is related to the integral equation
t¡
u t s T t w 0 q T t y s f s, u ds, t G 0, .  .  .  .  .H s~ 1.2 .0¢ w xu t s w t , t g yr , 0 . .  .
 .  .The continuous solutions of 1.2 are called mild solutions of 1.1 . It
 .  .should be pointed out that 1.2 is not equivalent to 1.1 , i.e., the
 .  .continuous solutions of 1.2 do not satisfy 1.1 in general. On the other
 .  .hand, solutions of 1.1 are obviously solutions of 1.2 . The solution
referred to in this article represents the mild solution.
2. EXISTENCE AND STABILITY OF SOLUTIONS
In general, we need to demonstrate the existence of global solutions
before we discuss the stability of these solutions. But in this article, we
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solve these two problems simultaneously. For this purpose, we present the
further assumptions:
 . 5  .5 yv tH T t F Ke , K ) 0, v ) 0;3
 .  .  .H i there exists a function G g C R = R , R , monotonically4 q q q
nondecreasing with respect to its second argument, and such that
5 5f t , w F G t , w , t , w g R = C ; .  . .CX q
 . w . .ii there exists g g C yr, ` = R , R such that for eachq q
 .  .p G 0, g t [ g t, p satisfies
t¡ yv t yv  tys.g t G Kpe q Ke G s, g ds, t G 0, .  .H s~ 0¢ w xg t G Kp, t g yr , 0 , K G 1, .
 .where g s sup g t q u .t yr F u F 0
0. w . .Now we start the iteration procedure. We choose u g C yr, ` , X
5 0. 5  .  5 5 .so that u F g for t G 0, where g t s g t, w . For example, weC Ct t
0. .  . 0. .  .  .choose u t s w t , yr F t F 0; u t s T t w 0 , t G 0. It is obvious
5 0. .5 w . 5 0. 5that u t F g g yr, ` , thus u F g . LetX Ct t t
t¡ 1. 0.u t s T t w 0 q T t y s f s, u ds, t G 0, .  .  .  .  .H s~ 0¢ 1. w xu t s w t , t g yr , 0 . .  .
In general, we define the kth iteration as
¡ k .u t s T t w 0 .  .  .
t ky1.~ q T t y s f s, u ds, t G 0, .  .H s
0¢ k . w xu t s w t , t g yr , 0 , k s 1, 2, . . . . .  .
2.1 .
 .Let k s 1, from 2.1 with respect to t G 0, we have
t1. yv t yv  tys. 0.u t F K w 0 e q Ke f s, u ds .  .  .HX X s X
0
tyv t yv  tys. 0.5 5F Ke w q Ke G s, u ds .C H s C
0
tyv t yv  tys.5 5F Ke w q Ke G s, g ds F g t . .  .C H s
0
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w xWith respect to t g yr, 0 , it follows that
1. 5 5 5 5u t F w F K w . . C CX
Hence we obtain
1. 1.5 5u t F g t , t g yr , ` or u F g , t G 0. .  . . CX t t
By using induction, we can prove that for ay positive integer k, the
following estimation holds
k .u t F g t , t g yr , ` or .  . .X
2.2 .
k .u F g , t G 0, k s 1, 2, . . . .t tC
Ä k .  .4Then we prove that for any fixed T ) 0, the sequence u t is
Ä Äw x  . w xuniformly convergent on 0, T . From 2.1 , for t g 0, T , it is easy to see
that
t1. 0. yv  tys. 0. 0.5 5 5 5u t y u t F Ke L s, u , 0 u ds .  .  .H C CX s s
0
t yv  tys.F Ke L s, g , g g ds. .H s s s
0
 .Noticing g and L are both continuous, we can let g F N, KL t, g , g Ft t t
M, thus we have
5 1. 0. 5u y u F MNt ,X
and it is obvious that
5 1. 0. 5u y u F MNt.Ct t
Applying the induction, it is easy to prove that for any positive integer k,
the following inequalities hold
kÄMT .
k . ky1. Ä5 5 w xu y u F N , t g 0, T ,X k!
2.3 .
kÄMT .
k . ky1. Ä5 5 w xu y u F N , t g 0, T .Ct t k!
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k . Ä k . . w x  .  .Hence lim u t uniformly exists on 0, T . Let lim u t s u t ,k ª` k ª`
Ä . w xthen u t is continuous on 0, T . Noticing
t
u t y T t w 0 y T t y s f s, u ds .  .  .  .  .H s
0 X
kq1.F u t y u t .  . X
t k .q T t y s f s, u y f s, u ds .  .  . .H s s
0 X
` n nM t
F N 1 q Mt , .  n!nskq1
 .  .  .it implies that u t satisfies the integral equation 1.2 , i.e., u t is the mild
 .solution of 1.1 .
 .  .Finally, we prove that u t is the unique one. Let ¨ t be another
 . 5 5continuous solution of 1.2 and ¨ F g . It follows thatCt t
t yv  tys.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u y ¨ F Ke L s, u , ¨ u y ¨ ds .X H C C Cs s s s
0
t yv  tys. 5 5F Ke L s, g , g u y ¨ ds .H Cs s s s
0
t




5 5 5 5u y ¨ F M u y ¨ ds.C H Ct t s s
0
 .  .By means of the Gronwall inequality, we can get u t ' ¨ t at once.
Summarizing the above discussions, we have
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. If H ] H are satisfied, then the problem 1.2 has a1 4
 .unique global continuous solution, i.e., the problem 1.1 has a unique global
 . w .mild solution u t, w : yr, ` ª X, and the following inequality holds
5 5u t , w F g t , w , t g yr , ` . 2.4 . .  . .CX
THEOREM 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and if
 .  .lim sup g t, p s 0, then the tri¨ ial solution of the problem 1.1 ispª 0 t G 0
 .stable. If , furthermore, lim g t, p s 0 for small p ) 0, then the tri¨ ialt ª`
 .solution of 1.1 is asymptotically stable.
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 .This conclusion can be deduced directly from the inequality 2.4 .
For the convenience of applications, we establish several similar theo-
rems for fractional power spaces. For this purpose, we give the following
 .  .assumptions replacing the conditions H ] H :1 4
 X .  .H A is the infinitesimal generator of the analytic semigroup T t1
on X which is compact for every t ) 0;
 X . 5  .5 yv tH T t F Ke , K ) 0, v ) 0, t G 0.2
w x . 5 5Let C s C yr, 0 , X , for w g C , we denote w s supCa a a sgwyr , 0xa
5 a  .5A w u .X
 X .  .H f : R = C ª X is continuous, f t, 0 ' 0, and it satisfies the3 q a
local Lipschitz condition with respect to w, i.e.,
5 5 5 5 5 5f t , w y f t , w F L t , w , w w y w , .  .  .C C C1 2 1 2 1 2X a a a
 .where L g C R = R = R , R and is monotonically nondecreasing withq q q q
respect to the second and third arguments;
 X .  .X  .H i there exists G g C R = R , R which is monotonically4 q q q
nondecreasing with respect to the second argument such that
5 5f t , w F G t , w ; .  .CX a
 .X w . .ii there exists g g C yr, ` = R , R such that for every p Gq q
 .  .0, g t [ g t, p satisfies
t¡ yayv t yv  tys.5 5g t GKe w q K tys e G s, g ds, t G 0, .  .  .C H sa~ 0¢ 5 5 w xg G K w , tg yr , 0 .Ct a
 <To apply the fixed point theorem, we define the set S s u u g
w . . 5 5 4C yr, ` , X , u s w, u F g , t G 0 . And we define the mapping FCa 0 t ta
on S:
t¡
Fu t s T t w 0 q T t y s f s, u ds, t G 0 .  .  .  .  .  .H s~ 0¢ w xFu t s w t , t g yr , 0 . .  .  .
2.5 .
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 .First, from 2.5 with respect to t G 0, we have
t
aFu t F T t w 0 q A T t y s f s, u ds .  .  .  .  .  .X Ha sa
0 X
t yayv t yv  tys.5 5F Ke w q K t y s e f s, u ds .  .C H s Xa
0
t yayv t yv  tys.5 5 5 5F Ke w q K t y s e G s, u ds .  .C H Csa a
0
t yayv t yv  tys.5 5F Ke w q K t y s e G s, g ds .  .C H sa
0
F g t . .
w xWith respect to t g yr, 0 , it follows that
5 5 5 5 5 5Fu t F w F w F K w F g . .  . a C Ca a a
Then we can get
5 5Fu t F g t , w , t g yr , ` . .  . . .Ca a
It implies that
Fu F g , t G 0. . Ct ta
Thus F: S ª S.
 .Second, for 0 F t - t , from 2.5 we have1 2
Fu t y Fu t .  .  .  .1 2 a
5 5F T t y T t w .  . C1 2 a
t t1 2a aq A T t y s f s, u ds y A T t y s f s, u ds .  .  .  .H H1 s 2 s
0 0 X
5 5F T t y T t w .  . C1 2 a
t1 aq A T t y s y T t y s f s, u ds .  .  . .H 1 2 s
0 X
t2 aq A T t y s f s, u ds .  .H 2 s
t1 X
5 5F T t y T t w q T « y T t y t q « .  .  .  .C1 2 2 1a
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t y«1 a= A T t y s y « f s, u ds .  .H 1 s
0 X
t1 aq A T t y s y T t y s f s, u ds .  .  . .H 1 2 s
t y«1 X
t yt2 1 ya yv sq KM s e dsHf
0
5 5F T t y T t w .  . C1 2 a
t y«1 ya yv sq T « y T t y t q « KM s e ds .  . H2 1 f
0
« t yt q«2 1ya yv s ya yv sq KM s e ds q s e dsH Hf
0 0
t yt2 1 ya yv sq 2 KM s e ds.Hf
0
Ä  .  . .For any fixed T ) 0, from the compactness of T t we know that Fu t is
Äw x  . . 4equicontinuous on 0, T . So the set Fu t , u g S is equicontinuous.
Third, FS is compact. For this purpose, we only need to prove that for
Äw x  . . 4fixed t g yr, T , Fu t , u g S is relatively compact. Noticing for 0 F
Äw xa - b - 1, when t g 0, T , it follows that
t
b b5 5A Fu t F T t w q A T t y s f s, u ds .  .  .  .  .Cb HX s
0 X
tyv t yv s ya5 5F Ke w q KM e s ds.Cb Hf
0
w xWhen t g yr, 0 , we have
b 5 5 5 5A Fu t F w F w . .  . b CX b
 b . .4 ybIt shows that A Fu t is bounded in X, thus A : X ª X isa
compact.
Fourth, the mapping F is continuous. From the continuity of f , for
5  .  .5given « ) 0, there exists d ) 0, when sup u s y u s - d , such thatÃ a
sup f s, u y f s, u - « . .  .Ãs s X
Ä0FsFT
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Äw x 5  .  .5Then with respect to t g 0, T , sup u s y u s - d , we haveÃ a
Fu t y Fu t .  .  .  .Ã a
t
aF A T t y s f s, u y f s, u ds .  .  .Ã .H s s
0 X
t ya yv  tys. 5 5 5 5 5 5F K t y s e L s, u , u u y u ds . Ã Ã .H C C Cs s s sa a a
0
t ya yv sF « M s e ds.H
0
So F is continuous.
According to Schauder fixed point theorem, F has a fixed point in S,
 . w . .i.e., the problem 1.1 has a global mild solution u g C yr, ` , X in Xa a
which satisfies the inequality
5 5u t , w F g t , w , t g yr , ` . 2.6 . .  . .Ca a
 .Finally, we prove the uniqueness. Suppose ¨ t, w is another contin-
 .uous solution of 1.2 , ¨ g S. We choose t ) 0 small enough so that
MHt sya eyv s ds - 1r2. Then0
u t , w y ¨ t , w .  . a
t
aF A T t y s f s, u y f s, ¨ ds .  .  . .H s s
0 X
t ya yv  tys. 5 5 5 5 5 5F K t y s e L s, u , ¨ u y ¨ ds .  .H C C Cs s s sa a a
0
t ya yv  tys. 5 5F K t y s e L s, g , g sup u y ¨ ds .  .H Cs s t t a
0 0FtFr
t
ya yv s 5 5F M s e ds ? sup u y ¨H Ct t a
0 0FtFt
1
5 5- sup u y ¨ .Ct t a2 0FtFt
Thus we obtain
1
5 5 5 5sup u y ¨ F sup u y ¨ ,C Ct t t ta a20FtFt 0FtFt
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 .  . w xso it implies that u t, w s ¨ t, w , t g 0, t . Repeating this procedure, we
 .  .can get u t, w s ¨ t, w for t g R .q
Summarizing the above proofs, we have
 X .  X .  .THEOREM 2.3. If H ] H are satisfied, then problem 1.1 has a1 4
w . .  .unique global mild solution u g C yr, ` , X , and the inequality 2.6a
holds.
THEOREM 2.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, and if
 .  .lim sup g t, p s 0, then the tri¨ ial solution of problem 1.1 is stable.pª 0 t G 0
 .If , furthermore, lim g t, p s 0 for small p ) 0, then the tri¨ ial solutiont ª`
 .of 1.1 is asymptotically stable.
 .This conclusion can be obtained from the inequality 2.6 .
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we will apply the above results to two known problems.
w xThe first one is a generalization of a corresponding problem in 6 . The
w xsecond one can be found in 4 .
1. We discuss the problem
­ u¡
s A x , D u q F t , x , u , =u , t , x g R = V , .  .  .r r q­ t~ 3.1 .u t , x s 0, t , x g R = ­ V , .  . q¢ w xu t , x s w t , x , t , x g yr , 0 = V , .  .  .
 .  . 3where u s u t y r, x r ) 0 , V is a bounded domain in R with ther
smooth boundary ­ V and
3 ­ ­
A x , D s a x .  . k , l /­ x ­ xk lk , l
 .is a uniform elliptic operator, a s a k, l s 1, 2, 3 is continuouslyk , l l, k
differentiable on V, and F is continuous with respect to all variables.
 .We further suppose that there exists a continuous function K t, y :
R = R ª R which is increasing with respect to the second argumentq q q
and satisfies the inequalities
g5 5 5 5F t , x , u , p F K t , u 1 q p , .  .  .r r r r
F t , x , u , p y F t , x , u , q .  .r r r r
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5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F K t , u 1 q p q q p y q , .  .r r r r r
F t , x , u , p y F t , x , ¨ , p .  .r r r r
5 5 5 5 5 5g 5 5F K t , u q ¨ 1 q p u y ¨ , .  .r r r r r
 .  .  . 3for t, x, u , p , t, x, u , q , t, x, ¨ , p g R = V = R = R , 1 F g - 3.r r r r r r q
 .  . 1 .Let A s A x, D be the linear operator in L , D A s H V l2 0
2 .  .  .  . . H V , Au s A x, D u, for u g D A . Denote f t, w x s F t, x,
 . .  . ..  .w yr x , =w yr x , then 3.1 can be written as
du¡
s Au q f t , u , t G 0, .r~ 3.2dt  .¢ w xu s w , t g yr , 0 .
w xAccording to 6, Theorem 7.3.6 , A is the infinitesimal generator of an
 .  .analytic semigroup in L V , and it is easy to prove that T t is compact2
5  .5 yv twith respect to every t ) 0, T t F Ke , v ) 0. Thus the conditions
 X .  X .H , H hold.1 2
 .  .1 We claim that f t, w has definition on R = C . Noticing ifq a
 .  .a ) 3r4, then X ; L V . And if 1rq ) 5 y 4a r6, then X ;a ` a
1, q .   . 4W V . Then for max 3r4, 5g y 3 r4g - a - 1, it follows that
X ; W 1, 2 V l L V . .  .a `
Thus for w g C and applying the embedding theorem, we can geta
f t , w s F t , x , w yr x , =w yr x .  .  .  .  . .L L2 2
g1r2F K t , w yr V q w yr .  . .L  .1, 2`
g1r2F K t , w yr V q w yr .  . .  .a a
5 5 1r2 5 5gF K t , w V q w . 3.3 . .  .C Ca a
 .So f t, w has definition on R = C .q a
 .  .2 We claim that f t, w is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect
to w. Suppose w, c g C , it follows thata
2
f t , w y f t , c .  . L2
s F t , x , w yr x , =w yr x .  .  .  . .H
V
2yF t , x , c yr x , =c yr x dx .  .  .  . .
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F 2 F t , x , w yr x , =w yr x .  .  .  . .H
V
2yF t , x , c yr x , =w yr x dx .  .  .  . .
q 2 F t , x , c yr x , =w yr x .  .  .  . .H
V
2yF t , x , c yr x , =c yr x dx .  .  .  . .
2 5 5F 2 K t , w yr q c . .L L` `
2 2
= 1 q =w yr w yr y c yr dx .  .  . .H
V
2q 2 K t , w yr . .L`
2gy1 gy1 2
= 1 q =w yr q =c yr =w yr y =c yr dx .  .  .  . .H
V
2g2F C K t , w yr q c yr 1 q =w yr .  .  . . L /a a1 2
2
= =w yr y =c yr dx .  .H
V
 .  .2 gy1 2 gy12q C K t , w yr 1 q =w yr q =c yr .  .  . . L La  /2 2 2
2
= =w yr y =c yr dx .  .H
V
5 5 5 5 5 5 2F L t , w , c w y c . .C C Ca a a
 .  X .So f t, w is locally Lipschitz continuous. Hence the condition H holds.3
From the above proofs, we have
 .  1ya .ys s  . 5 5THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that K t, y s b 1 q t y s ) 1 , w Ca
 .is small enough. Then the global mild solution of problem 3.2 exists, and the
tri¨ ial solution is asymptotic stable in X .a
 X .Proof. We only need to prove that the condition H is satisfied. For4
this purpose, we choose
ys1ya s gG t , y s d 1 q t y 1 q y , .  .  .
1ya yv tg t , p s Kp 1 q t q r e . .  .
 .  X .From 3.3 , we know the inequality i obviously holds with respect to G.
w x  . 5 5  .When t g yr, 0 , it is obvious that g t G K w , where g t [Ca
 5 5 .g t, w .Ca
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When t G 0, it follows that
yv t 5 5I s g t y e K w . Ca
t ya yv  tys. 1ya s gy K t y s e d 1 q s g 1 q g ds .  .  .H s s
0
yv t 5 5 1ya yv t 1qs vt 5 5 ss e K w t y e K de wC Ca a
t ya gyv sy1. s g 1ya yvg s5 5= t y s e 1 q K w 1 q s e ds. .  .H Ca
0
Noticing for a G 0, b G 0, n G 1, we have
n ny1 n na q b F 2 a q b . 3.4 .  .  .
Then we can get
yv t 5 5 1ya yv t 1qa vt 5 5 sI G e K w t y e K de wC Ca n
t tya ya gg g 1ya .g yvg s5 5= t y s ds q 2 t y s K w 1 q s e ds .  .  .H H Ca 5
0 0
yv t 5 5 1ya yv t 1qs vt 5 5gGe K w t y e K de w .C Ca a
t yagg g 5 5= 1 q 2 K w t y s ds . .H Ca
0
t yagg 1ya .g yvg s5 5q K w t y s s e ds . .H Ca 5
0
 . 1ya .g yvg s  .Let h s s s e , it is easy to see that h s attains its maximum
U  .value M at s s 1 y a rv. So we obtain
yv t 5 5 1yaI G e K w tCa
1
sy1 g Us vt g g5 5 5 5= 1 y K w de 1 q a K w 1 q M . .C Ca a 51 y a
5 5Since w is small enough and s ) 1, it follows that I G 0. Thus theCa
 X .  .condition H holds. According to Theorem 2.3, the problem 3.2 has4
w . .a unique global mild solution u g C yr, ` , X , and the followinga
inequality
1ya yv t5 5 5 5u t , w F g t , w s K w 1 q t q t e .  . .C Ca a a
holds. It is obvious that g ª 0 as t ª `. Then the theorem is proved.
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Remark 1. The above results at least have two novel and original ideas
w xin contrast to the corresponding results of 6 :
 0. w x1 The equation studied in 6 is a partial differential equation, but
the equation discussed in this article is a partial differential equation with
time delay. There is no doubt that the latter one is more complex than the
former, and it is also more difficult to deal with.
 0. w x  .2 The solution obtained in 6 is a local one strong , but here we
 .obtain the global solution mild . Furthermore, we obtain the asymptotic
 .stability of the trivial solution if the K t, y are given the appropriate form,
5 5and the initial value w is sufficiently small.Ca
2. We discuss the problem
­ u¡ 3s Du y u t y t , x , t , x g R = V , .  . q­ t~ 3.5 .u t , x s 0, t , x g R = ­ V , .  . q¢ w xu t , x s w t , x , t , x g yr , 0 = V , .  .  .
where V is a bounded domain in R3 with the smooth boundary ­ V. As we
 .did in the first example, let A s D be the linear operator in L V ,2
 . 1 . 2 .  .  . .D A s H V l H V , Au s Du, u g D A . We define f w x s0
3 . .  .yw yr x , then 3.5 can be written as
du¡
s Au q f u , t G 0, .r~ 3.6dt  .¢ w xu s w t , t g yr , 0 . .
 .From the problem 3.1 , it is easy to know that A is the infinitesimal
 .  .generator of an analytic semigroup T t on L V which is compact with2
5  .5 yv t  X .  X .respect to every t ) 0, and T t F Ke , v ) 0, thus H and H1 2
hold.
Choose a s 1r2.
 .  .1 We claim that f w has definition on R = C . Noticingq 1r2
 . 1 .L V ; H V , we have6 0
22 63f w s w yr x dx s w yr . .  .  .  .L LH2 6
V
From the above expression and applying the embedding theorem, we can
get
3 3 3
1 5 5f w s w yr F C w yr F C w . 3.7 .  .  .  .L L H C2 6 0 1r2
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 .  .2 We claim that f w is locally Lipschitz continuous. Making use of
the Holder inequality and the embedding theorem, we obtainÈ
2
f w y f c .  . L2
23 3s w yr y c yr dx .  .H
V
22 2F w yr q w yr c yr q c yr .  .  .  .H
V
2
= w yr y c yr dx .  .
2r3 2r3




= w yr y c yr dx .  .H /
V
4 4 2F 2 w yr q c yr w yr y c yr .  .  .  .L L L /6 6 6
4 4 2
1 1 1F C w yr q c yr w yr y c yr .  .  .  .H H H /0 0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 2F L w , c w y c . .C C C1r2 1r2 1r2
 .It implies that f w is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to w g C .1r2
 X .Hence the condition H holds.3
 . 3  .  . w  .1r2 x yv t3 By choosing G s dy d G C , g t, p s Kp 1 q t q r e ,
 X .we prove that the condition H holds.4
 .  .XFrom 3.7 we know i holds.
w x  .  5 5 . 5 5When t g yr, 0 , it is obvious that g t [ g t, w G K w .C C1r2 1r2
And when t G 0, it follows that
t y1r2 3yv t yv  tys. 35 5 5 5I s g t y e K w y K t y s e dk w .  .C H C1r2 1r2
0
31r2 y3v  syr .= 1 q s e ds .
1r2 3yv t yv t 4 3v r5 5 5 5s e K w t q r y e K d w e .C C1r2 1r2
t 3y1r2 1r2= t y s 1 q s ds. .  .H
0
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 .  .By using the inequality 3.4 and denoting the maximum value of h s s
s3r2ey2 v s as MU , we can get
1r2 3yv t v t 4 3v r 35 5 5 5I G e K w t q r y e K d w e 2 .C C1r2 1r2
t ty1r2 y1r2 3r2 y2 v s= t y s ds q t y s s e ds .  .H H 5
0 0
yv t 5 5 1r2 3v r 3 5 5 2 4 UG e K w t 1 y e K d w 2 1 q M . .C C 51r2 1r2
5 5  X .It implies that I G 0 as w is small enough. Hence the condition HC 41r2
holds. So we have
w x 1. 5 5THEOREM 3.2. Suppose w g C yr, 0 , H , and if w is sufficientlyC0 1r2
 .small, then problem 3.6 has a unique global mild solution u g
w . 1.C yr, ` , H . Furthermore, the inequality0
1r2 yv t1 5 5u t , w F K w 1 q t q r e , t g yr , ` .  . .H C0 1r2
holds, and hence its tri¨ ial solution is asymptotically stable in H 1.0
 . . 2 . .  . .  . . 2 . .For f w x s yw yr x w 0 x , yw yr x w 0 x , we can also
obtain similar results. Since the proof is similar, we will not repeat the
procedure.
Remark 2. These results are superior to the corresponding results of
w x4 in the following ways:
 0.1 Since the structure of the comparison function is very simple
only depends on the initial function and the eigenvalue of the operator
.A , the conclusion is fairly concrete.
 0.2 The method is very concise, concrete, and unitary.
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